Bu çalışmada, 2-normlu dizi uzayları üzerinde tanımlı superposition operatörlerin bazı karakterizasyonu üzerinde çalıştık.
The 2-normed spaces and more general n-normed spaces were studied by (Kim, Cho and White 1992) , (Lewandowska 1999) , (Lewandowska 2001) and many others. Recently, (Duyar et. al. 2016 , Duyar et. al. 2017 ) studied on these spaces.
Let λ and μ be two sequence spaces. Recall that a superposition operator : Pg " m n is defined by ( ) ( ( , )) P x g k x g k = , where :
is a function such that ( , ) g k 0 0 = . The superposition operators were studied F. Dedagich (Dedagich 1987) , such that ( ) ( ( , )) P x g k x g k = , where g acts from X N # to X.
1.Introduction
Let N and w X denote the set of all natural numbers and the set of all sequences defined on real vector space X, which has dimension greater than one, respectively. The definition 2-normed space was introduced by Gahler (1964) as following;
Let X be a real vector space of dimension greater than one. If the real valued function ., . on X X # satisfying the following four conditions, then ., . is called a 2-normed on X; N1) , x y 0 = if and only if the vectors x and y are linearly dependent;
Let X be a 2-normed space. Define 2-normed sequence spaces as following;
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, and
We need to show that ( ( , )) B k
Thus, using (2.1) and (2.2), we have 
.
By (2.3) and (2.4), we get
! . This contradicts the assumption that : 
